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A. An Overview
i

Introduction ... .

The Third Mandate of the TEF began with an interlude. During
a two-year period, the TEF dealt with only the most necessary
projects in order to give its directors time to atiaryse the state of
ministerial training in the Younger Churches and develop a new
working policy. They travelled a great deal, participated in
numerous consultations and conferences on theological education,
and studied literature on educational reforms all over the world.

In the late sixties, revolutionary educational theories began to be
developed on all continents; their applicability has been tested since.
In the West, anti-authoritarian education blossomed once again.1
In Mexico, Ivan Illich's concept of * deschooling society' was a slap
in the face of all euphoric reformers of educational systems.2 On
the basis-of his experiments in Northern Brazil, Paulo Freire deve-
loped his * pedagogy of the oppressed'.* President Julius Nyerere
was able to reorganize the educational system in Tanzania witti
' self reliance' as its aim.4 The most important revolution of an
Asian educational system took place in the People's Republic of
China, where Mao's insistence that education be related to produc-
tion was put into practice.5

After the Fourth Assembly in Uppsala in 1968; the World Council
of Churches paid increasing attention to the whole issue of education.

1 A. S. Neill's educational experiments in England were a challenge to
the educational establishment. Cf. Talking of Summerhill, 1967 (in USA
Freedom not License).

2 Illich, Celebration of Awareness, Deschooling Society (see Part III, n. 2).
3 Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Cultural Action for Freedom, (see Part

III, n. 2.) Education for Critical Consciousness. Education : the practice of
freedom.

* Julius Nyerere, Five Year Plan for Economic and Social Development
1964-1969, Vol. I to III. Dar-es-Salaam, 1964 ; Ten Years Ater Independence,
Dar-es-Salaam, 1971.

5 R. F. Price, Education in Communist China, London, 1970.
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In 1968, the WCC decided to establish an office of education com-
prising three sections : * Christian Education' (director: W. B. Ken-
nedy), ' General Education ' (director : P. Freire), ' Theological
Education' (director : W. Simpfendorfer). In 1973, the WCC's
Central Committee established a separate programme unit on
' Education and Renewal' with the following sub-units :
Education : General and Christian Education, Family Desk, Laity
Concerns, Adult Education and Scholarships. Renewal: Women's
Desk, Coordination of Youth Work, Ecumenical Youth Service,
World Youth Projects, and the magazine Risk. The TEF and the
programme unit on * Education and Renewal', particularly its
Office of Education, were concerned with similar issues and pro-
blems. But TEF was not integrated into the Office of Education.
The organizational and geographical distance between London and
Geneva enhanced the financial independence of TEF, but did not
hinder a mutual and fruitful exchange of practical and theoretical
insights. Throughout the period of the Third Mandate, personal
contacts between the two organizations were frequent and close,
and TEF took advantage of this relationship in defining new project
emphases and in reflecting on the issues of theological education.

During this two-year period of reflection, the TEF staff was able to
transform the vague guidelines which had been laid down for the
Third Mandate by CWME6 into specific plans. The substance of
what the Advisory Group had described as * the dialectic between
universal technological civilization and local cultural situations ',7
was taken up by the TEF staff under the heading of ' con-
textualization'. The term had been created in the Presbyterian
Church in Taiwan and became the key concept of the Third TEF
Mandate.8 The TEF staff defined the term as follows :

' It (i.e. contextualization) means all that is implied in the
familiar term ' indigenization' and yet seeks to press beyond.
Contextualization has to do with how we assess the peculiarity
of Third World contexts. Indigenization tends to be used
in the sense of responding to the Gospel in terms of a traditional
culture, Contextualization, while not ignoring this, takes into

6 Cf. above, P. xiii.
7 Cf. above, p. 143.
8 Cf. above p. 63.
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account the process of secularity, technology, and the struggle
for human justice, which characterize the historical^ moment
of nations in the Third World.'9

Contextualization thus ties socio-political change to its indigenous
cultural roots. The Younger Churches are to fulfil their prophetic
function whenever truly human conditions have not yet been
realized, but they must not repeat the mistake of the first missionaries
who, while trying to Christianize the people, brought about their
cultural and religious alienation.

Authentic contextualization is always prophetic, arising out
of the genuine encounter between God's word and His world,
and moves towards the purpose of challenging and changing
the situation through rootedness in and commitment to a
given historical moment.10

This formulation stressed particularly the element of change.
After a period of anxious adaptation to non-Christian cultures, the
churches should now re-emphasize their ' prophetic' ministry.

The TEF staff proposed that theological education be contex-
tualized on four levels :

Missiological contextualization : Theological education should aim
at the renewal and reform of the churches, at the development of
human potential and the .realization of justice.

Structural contextualization : The structures of theological edu-
cation should correspond to the social and economic conditions
of a given situation.

Theological contextualization : Theology in the situation in which
it is ' done' is authentic inasmuch as it relates the proclamation of
the Gospel to the most urgent tasks of the Church in this world.

Pedagogical contextualization : The educational process is a
liberating and creative force. Elitist and authoritarian attitudes
are overcome. Academic study and practice merge into one
approach.

9 ' Ministry in Context' (Part III, n. 3), p. 20.
10 ibid., p.
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Used as a criterion for TEF projects throughout the Third
Mandate, the term 'contextualization' came to be used,as a common
theological expression in the Younger Churches. Today the
notion of socio-economic change coupled with cultural adaptation
is one of the guiding ideas for all theologians who are concerned
about the authenticity of the Younger Churches.11

1. Development and Innovations

During the period of the Third Mandate, the TEF staff was
composed of the following people: Director: Shoki Coe
(Taiwan), Associate Directors : Aharon Sapsezian (Brazil), James
A. Bergquist (USA), who served for many years as a theological
lecturer in Ind&, Ifjr Chou (People's Republic of China/Malaysia),
and Desmond Tutu (South Africa). The Committee had changed
from an originally predominantly white group into a colourful
assembly.12 In this way, the TEF itself experienced a ' contextua-
lization *. Once a^ain, the TEF committee met annually.

During the TWrd Mandate, the TEF supported approximately
700 projects costing' about $ 3,600,000. The projects were sub-
divided into nine categories :

1. Centres of advanced study.
2* Renewal within existing institutions.
3. Extension education.

11 The many writers who adopted the term ' contextualization' included
for example Koyama (Part III, n. 67), Chung Choon Kim, ' Perspectives
on Theological Education in the Changing Context of Korea', in Northeast
Asia Journal of Theology, March 1973, pp. 66-76 ; Elliewaha Mshana, ' The
Challenge of Bldck Theology and African Theology', in Africa, Theological
Journal, Makumira (Tanzania), I^o. 5,Dec. 1972, pp. 19-3Q; Daniel von AHmen,
' The Birth of theology. Contextualizatipn as the Dynamic Element in the
Formation of New Testament Theology % in IRM, Jan. 19751 pp. 37-52.

12 During the Third Mandate, the TEF Committee consisted of twelve
representatives of the Third World, five Americans and four Europeans:
Karekin Sarkissian, Iran, (Chairman); Johannes Aagard, Denmark ; Samuel
Amirtham, India ; Gaspar Bombwe, Tanzania ; Thomas Campbell, USA ;
P. T. Chandi, Hong Kong/India; Joao Diaz de Araujo, Brazil; Charles
W. Forman, USA; Tracy K.Jones Jr., USA; Jorge Lara-Braud, USA, Mexico;
Liem Khiem Yang, Indonesia; Jose MiguezJ-Bonino, Argentina; Ernerito P.
Nacpil, Philippines; N. A. Nissiotis, Switzerland/Greece; Josep Pungur,
Hungary; Tongshik Ryu, Korea; David Stowe, USA; Masao Takenaka,
Japan; John V. Taylor, UK; Aaron Tolen, Cameroun; H. H. Wolf, FederalRepublic of Germany.
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4. Alternative forms of theological education.
5. Faculty development.
6. Associations of theological schools.
7. Improvement of teaching methods.
8. Educational media.
9. Study, conferences and consultations.

In 1975-76, the TEF received a one-tiffit grant from the Lilly
Endowment Inc.,' for theological education by extension and other
alternative patterns in Latin America'. This American founda-
tion transferred $ 300,000 to the TEF for this purpose. The
generous gift was meant to support the TEF in its search for' inno-
vative patterns of theological education as one of the most important
features of the Third Mandate period'. The grant was called the
' special theological education by extension—alternatives fund',
supervised by a special commission which consisted of the TEF
director for Latin America, Aharon Sapsezian, and representatives
of theological schools in Latin America. With this structure the
TEF intended to speed up the de-centralization of the decision-
majdng process.

The TEF staff took the contextualization of theological educa-
tion as the primary criterion for giving financial support. It was
necessary to make room for innovations if context-oriented educa-
tion was to succeed. On the other hand, experimentation should
nbt diminish academic quality. It is for this reason that the two
focal points in the Third Mandate were the support for faculty
development and innovations in theological education.

(ayFaculty Development

In 1974, for example, the TEF gave 45 % of its grants for scholar-
ships or to centres for advanced study.18 The TEF justified this
rather high percentage by pointing to the enormous interest in
academic theology on the part of theological schools. At the
beginning of the Third Mandate, the TEF received numerous
requests for help for indigenous theologians, especially for theolo-
gical teachers. Theological schools in the Tnird World have been

13 Zorn (Part III, n. 8), p. 65.

T.R.M.-12
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as much as 90% dependent on foreign support for their academic
programmes (scholarships for doctoral studies and research). 14

The TEF has been almost the .only source of money for them,
because such organizations as the Lutheran World Federation and
the World Council of Churches usually did not give^research scholar-
ships for theologians. The TEF studied how the needs of the
theological institutions could fee met without retarding the institu-
tions' own search for innovations. Hdw does theological research
remain 0n a high academic level and become relevant to the situa-
tion; at the same time? How can one make sure that theologians
are not being culturally and economically alienated from their
churches by their academic studies? How can one keep academic
theology from producing ecclesiastical elites ? In considering such
questions, the TEF made an even more ̂ determined effort to support
academic centres in the Third World with programmes for graduate
studies;15 The example of the South East Asia Graduate School
of JTheal<ig|r»(SBAGST) 'indicates the direction ia which graduate
studies could advance in the Third WorW. Because this project
has been ̂ significant, it will be tfeated in more detail.

The SEACjST was founded by the Association of Theological
Schools in South East Asia in 1966. It was intended to give gradu-
ate students the possibility of studying for a Master's or Doctor's
degree in theology in Asia, rather than in the United Statesfor
Europe. Graduate studies provided in South East Asia also made
possible consideraMeiinancial savings. In, 1974, the total cost of
doctoral studies 'for a student in the United States and in West
Germany was $ 25,000, in England $ 18,000, in South East Asia
only $ 12,000.le The object of developing a graduate programme
tuned to the Asian context was even more f important than|the
financial consideration. So the board of SEAGST studied the
most important historical, socio-cultural, political, economic and
religious characteristics of the countries in South East Asia :

First, plurality and diversity in races, peoples, cultures, social
institutions, religions, ideologies, etc. characterize this region.

14 op. dt., p. 75.
16 In 197 J the South East Asia Graduate School, of Theology received a grant

of $100,000 from the TEF. A similar grant was made to the Korean Asso-
ciation of Accredited Theological Schools.

16 Zorh (Part III, n. 8), p. 75.
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Second, most of the countries in this region have a colbnial
experience. Third, most of the countries in this region are now
in the process of nation-building, development, and modernization.
They want to modernize through the use of science and
technology. They want to develop and achieve economic
growth, social justice, and self-reliance. Fourth, the peoples of
this tegion want to achieve authentic ^elf-i^efittiity and cultural
integrity in the context #f the modern wor|d.*' "
home Of some of the grid's living and
these religions have shaped both the culture an
the vast majority of Asians. They teptks
life and experience of reality. Sixth, Asian
of a form of isocial order beyond the current alternatives. There
is an apparent resort to authoritarian fona*<of government as an
emergency measure. There are efforts to reviie swid reformulate
alternative forms of socio-economic systems arid adapt them to
the Asian context. All this is an indication that the human issues
in Asia today lire 6Hucn, a ! magnitude W1

Asia is the
, and

iousness of
ways of

lire in search

so, like ihe '-rest of the ^plefe '<# the world, '"&*&ns ''lie
for a form of social order ̂ Whh&^Otfld enable theniMd
to live together in dignity in a planetary woifd. fisi/enth, a
finally, the Christian cbmmtinity is a minority in thfe vast Asian
complex!17 '

On the basis of these characteristics the board of SEAGST
formulated a critical principle for academic theology in the South
East Asian context. As a frame of reference the so-called * critical
Asian principle ' was used in four ways :

1. As a situational principle, by which we seek to locate
where we ate and thereby indicate our area of responsi-
bility and concern, namely, the varieties and dynamics
of Asian realities.

2. As an hermeneutical principle, suggesting that we are to
understand the Gospel and the Christian tradition
with these realities. Accordingly we must approach
and interpret the Gospel and its traditions in relation
to the needs and issues peculiar to the Asian situation.

17 The South East Asia Journal of Theology, Vol. 17 No. 1, 1976, i-ii.
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Alternatively, we must approach and understand Asian
realities not only through the variety of academic
disciplines available in study and research, but also
in the light df the'Gospel and its traditions.

3. As a missiological principle, which aims at equipping people
with a missionary commitment that is informed by a
missionary theology capable not only of illuminating
Asian realities with the floodlight of the Gospel, but

• also of helping manage and direct the changes now
tajang place in tlje region along lines more consonant
wiilj the Gospel and its vision for human life in God.

4. .And finally as an educational principle which should give
shape* content, direction, and criteria to our educa-
tional task in our member-schools and in the South
East Asia Graduate School of Theology.18

The whole graduate programme of SEAGST is built on this
' critical Asian .principle'. Thirteen schools in five geographical areas
constitute the academic core which conducts in consortium the
academic programme of the Graduate School. Two are in Taiwan,
three in Hong Kong, three in the Philippines, two in Singapore and
Thailand, and three in Indonesia. The highest governing body of
SEAGST is the Board of Governors, composed of members of the
Executive Committee of the Association of Theological Schools
in South East Asia. It is responsible for all financial matters as
well as for accepting theological schools into SEAGST. The
senate ' has the final decision on all academic questions pertaining
to the Graduate School of Theology, sets and changes policies as
required, and makes decisions in relation to admission and scholar-
ships ; library and syllabi; examinations and degrees; thesis
requirements ; external examiners and visiting professors.'19 The
thirteen participating institutions form area committees composed
of at least five resident members of the graduate school faculty.
The area committees guide and advise the graduate students in
their study and assist them in writing their academic papers. There
are study centres in all five regions where the graduate students

18 op. cit., ii-iii.
19 Handbook of the Association of Theological Schools in South East

Asia and the South East Asia Graduate School of Theology 1975-1976, p. 35.

1181

spend all or part of their time. Such a dercentralized approach
in the graduate programme enables the students to concentrate their
academic studies on their former and future work. ' The .doctoral
studies programme is oriented primai% towards the following
goals; I. The promotion; of theological research .and reflection.
2. Faculty development and academic icajfetlto, in theological
education. 3. Encounter and theological dialogue, with the societies
and cultures and religions in Asia. iThese goals are to be achieved
within the general framework of the critical "A^an* principle and
theological contextualizati6n.'20 No one, who wiits, t6 wjrite a disser-
tation which is not in accord with this principle. is supported
by SEAGST. Not only the di.ssertatiq .̂Wt afeofee Accompanying
course work must be submitted by tjie doct6ral strident to tests and
in-between exams t6 show that hie ot &fiej is ̂ cpMjl Within the
framework of the critical Asian principle; '*''''J /

In 1973, ̂ e TJJf t4$afe0; ̂  $ur#pr4 fjws g##uafe studies
programme of $EAQSX witji $ 100,00040be jw^ W iwtalments.81

In 197 ,̂ a grant of the same amount was given to the Korean
Association of Accredited Theological Schools (KAATS) Research
Institute for Renewal of Theological Education. This grant was
not bound to a particular project, l?ut was given to KAATS to use
for projects of* its own choice,. By giving the grant in one large
sum, the TEF wanted $o leave part of the responsibility for the
planning of projects tq a regional association of theological schools.
In this way it hoped to encourage itjie regions to handle funds
independently and thus prepare them for regionalization after the
end>of the Third Mandate.

(b) Innovations in Theological Education
With its goal p£ * missiological contextualizatioa' the TEF

responded to the widespread interest of the Younger Churches to
participate in * God's Mission to Man'. By now, there was a real
readiness for innovation in theological education; such interest
had been relatively infrequent during the Second Mandate. Three
project categories were chosen within which innovative ministerial

#

20 op. cit., p.'55.
81 ' Ecumenical Responses to Theological Education in Africa, Asia, Near

East, South Pacific,, Latin America, Caribbean. Progress Report on the TEF
Third Mandate Programme'. A Report from the Theological Education Fund
1973. Bromley/1973, p. 15f.
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training was to be realized during' the Third Mandate: renewal
within existing institutions, theological education by extension,
and alternative forms of theological education. Since in the case
study for the Third Mandate48 theological education by extension
will be given special attention, only a short summary of the other
two categories will be presented here.

Renewal within existing institutions; In this category were such
projects as reform of the curriculum and reform of the ministry.
In 1974/75, the TEF gave two grants of $ 8,000 to the Andhra
Christian Theological College (India) which was conducting a
project in ministerial reform. 'Many issues were under scrutiny
including new forms of laity training, new patterns of ministry,
women's training and others.128 Continuing education courses for
pastors were offered in Africa. A grant of $ 4,300 for continuing
education for clergy at the Seminario Unido de Ricatla in Mozam-
bique 'liai been given to assist in two orientation seminars for
about 25 pastors and their wives as the seitfdnary seels to develop
a theology of liberation for the people which will be-the basis for
Christian action and witness in newly independent Mozambique. * 2 4

The Bible Training Institute in Jubi, Sudan received $ 10,360 for
a women lay leaders* training course. *Tlie Sudan stands in dire
tieed of trained leadership! krid this college is anxious to extend the
existing training for ofdinands' wives to include other women.
The grant has been given... to run courses over a 3-year period to
awaken spiritual awareness in women so that they are .better equip-
ped to contribute effectively to the life of the CJhurch and society.'25

To encourage exchange of faculty within Latin America, the TEF
gave $ 3,000 to the Institute Superior Evangelico de Estudios
Teologicos in Buenos Aires. Professor J. Miguez Bonino from
Buenos Aires and Professor J. Stam from the Seminano Biblico
Latinamericano in Costa Rica exchanged posts and teaching
responsibilities during the first semester of 1976.26

22 Cf. p.
23 ' Ecumenical Responses to Theological Education in Africa, Asia Near

East, South Pacific, Latin America, Caribbean—Progress Report on the TEF
Third Mandate Programme'. A Report from the Theological Education Fund
1975, Bromley, 1975, p. 28.

24 op. cit., p. 33.
25 ibid.
28 TEF grant in 1975 : $3,000.
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Alternative forms of theological education: As alternative forms
of theological education, projects were supported which intensified
the discussion with' other religions and wjpi modern society, We will
take as an example the grants to different institutions in Ibadan,
Nigeria. The StMy Centre for Islam and Christianity received
a grant for a project * to give teachers of religious knowledge the
necessary information about Other faiths, and to generate in them a
proper sensitivity in order that they may npjt ride roughshod over
the religious susceptibilities of others.'2' pCiNe llfWyersity ctf Ibadan
conducted a programme on ' Christianity in Independent Africa',
and received $ 5,OQO from tiie 1BF Up kp|4pq(international confe-
rence on this subject. |f| 19̂  jffce.:il$g pvfcsIJte, tyMtitute of
Church andjSpcjety in Jba4an($:6^;to 9^$jj^oeiti^ ;on
primal world view?, aip4 $ lp,Q$$$O£et up»a ̂ dyimtt«»iPJI C&ttrcii
and society. ,JCn ,$ra$!,5 ;the Tlf5,iSupp0jte^jftprrcowW}8.?!» the
sociology^f jrei^oiiu In isp,rf̂ |ns|it̂ o,§i||̂ '̂ile Estwios
de Religiao in Sao Paulo, Brazil, planned' a series of fpur seminars
on different aspects of the sociology of religion, specially related
to'1thereligibms'srttiatidfl'iniilrazl/18?^'') ;*^i^''- ' • • ' • - '• _
'.•"•: •"'iivfi* / • ^ ' j ' . ' i i V i f f i ' ] ; j ; : ' N " ' ' - ^ i i i ' i . ' j h • • . ' ; • • . ' • • i i . . : . - . ' " / B ! ';:".>;. '»-' '; '.u/; .* ' • ' •

Since ̂ epe;r^enta^or^o^ teachers
was still particujplyfyjii,|n^^'^i3oerica^ jjl^^E^j encouraged
the funding ot'th$0jlQjg^ Latin American
teachers. In 1972 and 1973, the Seminario JBiblico Latinoameri-
cano in San Jose, Costa Rica, received two grants for a total of
$34,260 for a faculty development programme for teachers from
other Latin American theological institutions. In a three-year
course, 19 teachers from various Latin American countries were given
further training. A Centre for Studies in Theological Education
and the Ministry was founded in the Semin^io' Evangelico Pres-
biferiano in San Felipe, Guatemala. Here, new kinds of ministerial
training were explored and tested. The fpCal points of the research
were: (1) the structure of theological education, (2) curriculum
design, (3) teaching and learning, (4) the Concept and practice of
ministry.29 Alternative programmes for lay education were also

27 3.974 . T£p grant Of $9(483 ; cf. • Ecumenical Responses to Theological
Education in Africa, Asia, TSfear East, South Pacific, Latin America, Caribbean-
Progress Report on the TEF Third Mandate Programme'. A Report from the
Theological Education Fund 1974, Bromley 1974, p. 46.

28 1973 : TEF grant of $3,100.
2» TEF grant: $23, 112.
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given support. The Ecumenical School of Religious Sciences in
the National University of Heredia, Costa Rica, conducted a pro-
gramme to encourage popular theological education. ' This project
involves daily and weekly publications in the press, theological
instruction through radio programmes, creation of the necessary
material and use of the required techniques—production of audio-
visual material, short "films on pastoral themes', etc.30

In Madurai, India, the TEF supported a project of theology
students who wanted to work in slums, during their study. * In
1933 a group of 6 students took up residence in a Slum of about 300
hws. Tamil Nadtf Theological Seminary bought 2 huts for the
team and, aided bv other students, they began programmes of
public health, education and action towards bettering their own
living conditions. By Irving among the people the students are
completely committed and involved. No funds are spent on the
people. The purpose is to educate this community to help itself.'31

Tfee TBF gave $ 5*827 for the purchase of two additional huts.

These few examples can only illustrate the TEF's rationale
for giving financial assistance during its last mandate. During this
period, the TEF published several articles reflecting upon its working
policy and the special problems Of ministerial training in the Younger
Omrches. We will now turn to a few of these.

2. The TEF's Contribution to Discussions on Training and the
Ministry

(a) The Crisis and Renewal of Ministerial Training

During the Third Mandate, the TEF published three books on
theological education : (i) Ministry in Contextl, a proposal for the
strategy of the TEF in the Third Mandate, (ii) Learning in Context,
a collection of essays on models and alternative concepts of educa-
tion, (in) Viability in Context, an empirical analysis of the financial
situation of the ministerial training centres in the Younger Churches.

~ i
30 Ecumenical Responses to Theological Education in Africa, Asia, Near

East, South Pacific, Latin America, Caribbean—Progress Report on the TEF
Third Mandate Programme'. A Report from the Theological Education Fund
1976, Bromley, 1976, p. 53. TEF grant in 1976 : $8,350.

81 Ecumenical Responses 1974 (Part IV, n. 27.), p, 37.
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The titles indicate that contextualization was the key-word in each
study. Tlje most important ideas in the booklet Ministry in
Context have already been examined above, 32 and also the most
interesting educational models in the > book Learning in Context,
namely the ISPFE and the SEAGST.33 Viability in Context relates
to the TEF's attempt to get a clear understanding *>f the financial
situation of the ministerial training centres in the Younger Churcrjyes
in order to find out the requirements for contexiusMizing the training.
Dr. Herbert M. Zorn of the USA, who had over twenty years
practical experience in ministerial training in India, was commis-
sioned to make the survey. The aims of the study were :

1. To gather and interpret the facts, indicating the degree of
dependence upon foreign and other outside financial resources in
ministerial training in the Third World,

2. To study the social, economic, cultural, political and ecclesi-
astical factors which affect such dependence.

3. To study the effect which excessive dependence upon foreign
financial resources has upon the development of ministerial training
in varying contexts.

". • . • . ' ) • , . ' . *

4. To search for less dependent forms of training for the ministry
which are adequate to the needs in the Third World.

5. To invite involvement and give publicity to this effort.34

Zorn was given 1\s to complete the study. Thanks to a
generous budget for travel to all parts of the Third World,
and thanks to numerous personal contacts with representatives of
the training centres, missionary societies and other institutions who
were familiar with the centres, Zorn was able to present a unique
analysis of the financial problems of theological institutions.

He concentrated on an in-depth study of 33 representative
institutions all over the Third World : 2 in the Near East, 3 in East
Africa, 3 in West Africa, 3 in Southern Africa, 3 in South Asia,
4 in South East Asia, 7 in North East Asia, 3 in the South Pacific,

32 Cf. above, p. 126-137.
33 Cf. above,p. 145-168 ; 176-181.
34 Ministry in Context (Part III, n. 3) p. 97.


